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Take  a  Hike!
Ranger Rick: Hey, Rangers! We found these photos of 
some kids on a hike. Scarlett and Boomer don’t know the 
whole story, of course. But that doesn’t stop them from 
making comments about each photo.
 See what they have to say, and then decide what you 
think! Do you agree with Scarlett or with Boomer? Maybe 
you think both make a good point. Or maybe you have 
a totally different opinion. At the end, find out whose 
opinion is wise and whose is wacky—and why!

1 ON THE MOVE 
Boomer: Yesss! That’s how 
to have fun. Lots of mud to 
squish and water to splash! 

Scarlett: Sure, walking in a 
streambed looks like fun. But 
all those footsteps could be 
squishing more than mud, 
like maybe tiny creatures 
and their homes! Those kids 
shouldn’t walk there.

I agree with:
n Boomer

n Scarlett

n Both

n Neither

2 MAP CHECK
Scarlett: Look—they’ve 
stopped to check where they 
are on the trail. Wise move!

Boomer: Boring move, you 
mean. This is a hike, not 
a geography class! Maps, 
schmaps—who needs ’em?

I agree with:
n Boomer

n Scarlett

n Both

n Neither

3 MAKING A BREAK
Boomer: See? This guy doesn’t 
need his friends and their maps. 
He’s off to explore on his own. 
Go, kid, go!

Scarlett: Exploring is great, but 
not like this. By going off the 
trail, he could crush creatures 
and plants—and maybe help 
cause soil erosion, too. Even 
worse, he could end up lost!

Ranger Rick, Scarlett 
Fox, and Boomer Badger 
have lots of “hiking how-
to” ideas. Listen in and 
join their discussion!
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I agree with:
n Boomer

n Scarlett

n Both

n Neither
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4 HANDOUTS?
Boomer: What a cutie! I hope 
the kids took some treats along 
so they could feed that little 
chipmunk.

Scarlett: I know that you would 
eat right out of their hands, 
Boomer. But feeding wildlife 
isn’t a good idea at all!

I agree with:
n Boomer

n Scarlett

n Both

n Neither

5 THEY’RE OFF!
Boomer: All right! It’s a race! 
That’s my kind of hiking!

Scarlett: Racing is OK, but why 
not save it for the playground? 
Think of all the cool birds, bugs, 
and wildflowers these kids are 
missing! They’d see more by 
going slow.

I agree with:
n Boomer

n Scarlett

n Both

n Neither

6 SLIME TIME
Boomer: This is OK, but they 
should catch another frog and 
have a hopping contest!

Scarlett: You sure have some 
goofy ideas about how to have 
fun, Boomer. Maybe that frog 
doesn’t want to be in a hopping 
contest! The kids should just 
leave it alone.

I agree with:
n Boomer

n Scarlett

n Both

n Neither

7 SLURP! 
Boomer: Who wants to lug 
around a canteen full of heavy 
water? She should just drink 
from the stream.

Scarlett: You and I can drink 
from streams, Boomer, but 

humans shouldn’t. This hiker is 
playing it safe. Plus, she’s using a 
refillable container! 

I agree with:
n Boomer

n Scarlett

n Both

n Neither
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8 & 9 SPLASH!
Boomer: This seems fine to me. 
But I suppose you’ll say that kids 
shouldn’t play in waterfalls. Too 
dangerous or something, right?

Scarlett: No, this looks like 
great and safe fun. I think we 
can finally agree on something, 
Boomer!

I agree with:
n Boomer

n Scarlett

n Both

n Neither

Ranger Rick says... 
can be dangerous for both 
animals and people! Some 
people foods aren’t good for 
animals anyway.

5 Scarlett knows that a hike 
can be like a visit to a won-
derful new world. Running 
through it can be fun. But 
you’ll be amazed at what you 
discover when you take the 
slow, quiet approach. It’s even 
better to go with someone 
who knows just what to look 
for. Check to see if a nearby 
park or nature center has 
guided hikes. 

6 Scarlett is right that it’s 
best to look and not touch. 
But what kid doesn’t want 
a closer look sometimes? If 
you’re sure it’s safe to pick 
up a small creature, treat it 
gently. And always put it right 
back where you found it.

7 Yep, you guessed it: Scar-
lett is the wise one once 
again. No matter how clean a 
stream may look, it could be 
loaded with harmful stuff. So 
always be sure to carry your 
own safe water supply. And 
using that canteen is more 
Earth-friendly than buying 
bottled water.

8-9 No guessing needed here! 
Cooling off like this should be 
safe for you and for nature!

QUICK TIPS for 
Happy Hiking
l Check the weather forecast 
before you go, then wear and 
pack the right gear.

l Wear sneakers or hiking 
boots, not sandals or flip-flops.

l Put on sunscreen and a cap. 
Sunburn is no fun! 

l Hike with at least one 
grownup. 

l Stick to marked trails. When 
possible, keep track of your 
progress on a map.

l Don’t go off on your own. 
Even if you stay on trails, you 
could head the wrong way and 
get lost.

l Carry out all your trash, 
along with what others left 
behind.

l Try to enjoy wildlife from a 
distance. Leave the wildflow-
ers for others to enjoy.

Rangers: For even more infor-
mation about hiking, visit nwf.
org/rangerrick online. —R.R.

Well, Rangers, you’ve heard 
Boomer’s and Scarlett’s hiking 
opinions. And you’ve decided 
whether you agree with them. 
Here, now, are my opinions.

1 Scarlett is right: When you 
go off a trail, you could step 
on delicate plants or harm 
wildlife. For their sake, stick to 
marked trails. If you must have 
a closer look at something 
off-trail, be extra careful about 
where you put your feet.

2 As Scarlett says, it is a wise 
move to use a map as you 
hike. After all, getting lost is 
no laughing matter. So always 
try to choose a mapped and 
marked trail, and be sure to 
check your location often.

3 You already know that 
staying on the trail is better 
for wildlife and for you (see 
1 and 2 above). When lots of 
feet go off-trail, they can tear 
up plants and cause the soil 
to wash away during rains, 
especially on hillsides. 

4 One of the best parts of 
hiking is discovering wild 
creatures. But it’s a good idea 
to watch them doing what 
they do naturally—such as 
finding their own food. By 
feeding animals, you can turn 
them into beggars that pester 
people for handouts. And that 
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